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BENJAMIN B. FISCHER

Spy Dust and Ghost Surveillance: How
the KGB Spooked the CIA and Hid
Aldrich Ames in Plain Sight

Presidents Day fell on the 21st of February in 1994. While other government
employees were relaxing on the federal holiday, Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) officer Aldrich Hazen Ames was packing for a trip to Moscow the next
day when his boss at the Counternarcotics Center phoned to say there was a
last-minute glitch. Could Rick, as everyone called him, interrupt his day off
and come to the office?
Ames never made it to CIA Headquarters. The phone call was a pretext. A

few blocks from his home in the upscale Country Club Hills section of North
Arlington, Virginia, Ames rounded a corner and drove straight into a Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) ambush. The G-men ordered him out of his
red Jaguar, handcuffed him, and read him his Miranda rights. The charge:
suspicion of espionage.

A LONG RELATIONSHIP

Ames was the mole the CIA and FBI had been hunting in fits and starts for
more than eight years. He began spying for the Soviet KGB in 1985 and
continuing working for its successor, the Russian Foreign Intelligence
Service (SVR).
Within days of Ames’s arrest, the Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence (SSCI) instructed the CIA’s Inspector General (IG) to
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investigate the biggest spy scandal in Agency history.1 The IG tookmore than a
year and a half to complete his assignment. The result was a 486-page highly
classified report, which was then ‘‘sanitized’’ and reduced to a mere 78
paragraphs deemed fit for public consumption.2 The heavily censored damage
assessment concealed more than it revealed, but it was no official whitewash.
The IG found that even though Ames had ‘‘compromised a significant
number of CIA Soviet sources’’ during 1985–1986, the Agency did not start
seriously looking for a mole until mid-1991 and then took three more years to
catch Ames. Ames remained free for so long ‘‘not because he was careful and
crafty, but because the Agency effort was inadequate.’’3 Senior CIA officials
had failed to pay sufficient attention to the loss of agents and denied the
molehunters sufficient resources. ‘‘Even in this context,’’ the IG added, ‘‘it is
difficult to understand the repeated failure to focus more attention on Ames
earlier when his name continued to come up throughout the investigation.’’4

Indeed, Ames flaunted his lavish lifestyle, bought and paid for with KGB
lucre, all the while hiding in plain sight, right under the CIA’s nose.
The IG’s account was far from complete. Ames benefited from CIA

bungling, but he also received more than a little help from the Soviets. The
KGB had launched a major deception effort to divert, mislead, and
confuse the CIA molehunters, sending them off on rabbit paths that
pointed in all different directions except the right one. But that aspect
disappeared during the sanitizing of the classified IG report. The Agency’s
watchdog apparently did not want to admit that the KGB had played the
CIA for fools.

KGB Diversions

The SSCI was more candid than the CIA. Its own damage assessment
included an intriguing but little noticed section titled ‘‘KGB efforts to
divert attention from Ames.’’5 The SSCI found that, ‘‘Beginning in
October 1985 and continuing sporadically over the next several years, the
KGB undertook a concerted effort to make the CIA and FBI believe that
the sources compromised by Ames were either still alive and well or had
been lost because of problems unrelated to a human penetration of the
CIA,’’ i.e., a mole.6 The Agency never realized that it was being
hoodwinked. The molehunters failed to determine ‘‘precisely what these
diversionary ploys meant,’’ or that ‘‘the KGB was trying to divert
attention from a human penetration.’’7

The oversight committee had nothing more to say on the subject, however.
Like the IG, it blamed CIA incompetence rather than KGB cleverness for
keeping the molehunters at bay for more than eight years. Neither of the
two official damage assessments asked why U.S. intelligence officials were
so easily and repeatedly deceived. Normally, intelligence officials draw
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‘‘lessons learned’’ from their past failures in order to avoid future mistakes.
In this case, however, no lessons were learned, and no one seemed to care. By
ignoring (the IG) or glossing over (the SSCI) the KGB diversions, the two
official damage assessments failed to give the public a complete and
accurate explanation for why the mystery of the disappeared agents took
so long to solve.
A few months after Ames’s arrest, journalists began digging into the

biggest scandal in CIA history. In due course, they uncovered traces of the
KGB diversions.8 Working under tight deadlines and with far fewer
resources, the journalists did a much better job than the official
investigations, even though none of them captured the full scope and
magnitude of the KGB diversions. That they were able to easily do so
suggests that the official damage assessments were either slipshod or
intentionally concealed embarrassing facts.

COLLATERAL DAMAGE

The Inspector General summed up the havoc Ames wreaked on the CIA as
the compromise of ‘‘essentially its [the Agency’s] entire cadre of Soviet
sources.’’9 The harm done, which was a disaster for the CIA, as well as a
human tragedy for the agents who were arrested and in several cases
executed, cannot be gainsayed. Yet, this was only the direct and publicly
acknowledged cost of Ames’s treachery. Not taken into account was the
collateral damage the KGB diversions inflicted.
With Ames’s help, for example, the KGB replaced the disappeared agents

with its own double agents. The doubles dominated the CIA’s Moscow
Station workload during the final phase of the Cold War.10 Some, and
perhaps all, of them continued working for the SVR after the Soviet
collapse. The double agents not only denied the CIA access to critical
intelligence; they also fed the Agency disinformation aimed at creating a
false image of Soviet and Russian realities.
And the KGB diversions did more than confuse and mislead; they

unnerved the CIA and paralyzed its Soviet operations. To cover their
tracks as they arrested the agents Ames had fingered, the Soviets wove a
tangled web of deception around the CIA. They convinced the Americans
that they had developed new ways to tag and track CIA officers through
Moscow’s side streets and back alleys. They also planted the idea that they
were reading the CIA’s encrypted communications. The Agency’s Moscow
Station intelligence officers began to imagine that they were being pursued
by ghosts that they could neither see nor hear, and that ‘‘it was no longer
possible to break free of the KGB in order to conduct operations.’’ The
demoralized case officers’ ‘‘new unspoken mantra . . .was that there was no
way to beat the KGB.’’11
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Paranoia in Moscow translated into panic at the CIA’s Langley, Virginia,
Headquarters, especially inside the Soviet–East European Division (SE). The
Division implemented ‘‘draconian,’’ though unnecessary, security measures
that put a brake on its worldwide operations.
Additionally, the diversions exacted a heavy financial cost. The CIA spent

millions of dollars pursuing false leads and ethereal threats conjured up by
KGB illusionists. SE not only ‘‘bought’’ KGB ‘‘red herrings’’ by taking
them seriously; it also paid the Soviet double agents in cold, hard cash for
their disinformation—as much and perhaps much more than the KGB
paid Ames.
Finally, the KGB diversions shed new light on two enduring questions

from the CIA–KGB spy wars. One involved KGB Colonel Vitaly
Yurchenko, who defected to the CIA in 1985 and then suddenly returned
home three months later. Was he a real defector or part of the KGB’s
scheme to distract and mislead the CIA? The second question is whether
the Soviets had another mole besides Ames, one who has never been
identified. Former CIA and KGB officers alike have asserted that there
was another mole. Circumstantial evidence supports their claim and
suggests that someone close to the Ames investigation had provided the
KGB with inside information.

SIZING UP THE DAMAGE

The KGB’s counterintelligence offensive could not have come at a worse time
for the SE. During most of the Cold War, the Division had little to show for
its efforts against the Soviet target. Its last big success dated back to the 1962
Cuban missile crisis. The Division never penetrated the inner circles of the
Kremlin or the Soviet high command. Its few good sources could be
counted on the fingers of two hands, and none of them was recruited; they
were all ‘‘walk-ins,’’ i.e., volunteers. Spying for the CIA was a risky
business; most agents ended up in the Lubyanka’s execution chamber.12

And, as often as not, the Agency’s reliance on volunteers opened the door
for the KGB to ‘‘dangle’’ double agents. The SE’s ‘‘best’’ agent of the
1980s, for example, was a volunteer—and almost certainly a double agent
controlled by the KGB.13

By the late 1970s and early 1980s, however, thanks to improved tradecraft
and new recruitment opportunities, the SE had more Soviet agents than at
any time in its history.14 The Division was bursting with pride and
considered itself ‘‘the best of the best’’ in the clandestine services.15 The SE
was taking the battle to the enemy on its own turf, not only with
HUMINT (human intelligence, i.e., agent operations) but also with
sophisticated technical operations.16 But, in one fell swoop, Ames wiped
out ‘‘the most dazzling inventory of agents in CIA history.’’17 And he
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helped the KGB demoralize and decimate the SE while seizing control of its
operations.

FAKING OUT THE CIA

In August 1985, Col. Vitaly Yurchenko of the KGB phoned the CIA Station
in Rome and asked for political asylum. Within hours he was on his way to
the United States, where he was settled into a safe house and interrogated.
Just 93 days later, he ‘‘redefected’’ and returned home. Before departing
Washington, Yurchenko held a press conference at the Soviet embassy and
whined that he had been kidnapped, drugged, and tortured to reveal secret
information. Once in Moscow, he repeated the same story, adding that he
had been invited to dinner by none other than Director of Central
Intelligence (DCI) William J. Casey, who, he added, sat through the meal
with his pants zipper open.18

Controversy over Yurchenko’s defection continues to resonate even today.
This high-ranking counterintelligence officer was either the CIA’s biggest
prize of the Cold War or the KGB’s most daring double agent. Even after
he decamped for Moscow, the Agency continued to insist that he was
a genuine defector.19 But some CIA officials were rightly skeptical from
the beginning.20 A fellow KGB officer who knew Yurchenko claimed that
he was dispatched on ‘‘an infiltration mission’’ to sow disinformation
inside the CIA.21 Then he returned home to a hero’s welcome and received
the Order of the Red Star.22 A former CIA counterintelligence expert
on the KGB reached the same conclusion, deriding the Agency’s version of
the Yurchenko episode as a ‘‘fairy tale.’’ Ex-KGB officers whom he
interviewed ‘‘treated the fable [of Yurchenko’s alleged treason] with
contempt.’’23

The CIA pronounced Yurchenko bona fide because he had identified two
Soviet spies in the U.S. Intelligence Community. One was Edward Lee
Howard, a former SE officer. Howard was in the ‘‘pipeline’’ for a Moscow
assignment in 1983 when he was fired for drug abuse and petty theft. In
retaliation, he went to the KGB and revealed everything he knew. The
other was Ronald Pelton, a former National Security Agency employee
who sold the secrets of a highly classified intelligence program to the KGB.24

Normally, this kind of information would be invaluable to the CIA. In this
case, however, there was a catch. Both Howard and Pelton were ‘‘burned
out’’ cases. Neither was of any further use to the KGB, but both were
useful as pawns in a ploy to convince the CIA that Yurchenko was a
genuine defector. To give its ploy greater heft, the KGB exploited a
vulnerability in the SE’s vetting procedures.
SE Division chief Burton Gerber insisted on following two rules for

determining the bona fides of Soviet walk-ins and defectors. Rule one: the
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KGB never dangles staff officers. The risk was too great, he reasoned, that a
staff officer might exceed his brief and reveal real secrets or succumb to
temptation and change sides once CIA money was on the table. Rule two:
the KGB never uses sensitive information as feed material.25 The corollary
was clear. If a KGB officer wanted to spy or defect and offered genuine
information, he was ipso facto genuine. Offering up Howard and Pelton
was a clever, if cynical, cost–benefit calculation in which the protection of
the KGB’s important mole far outweighed the betrayal of two former
spies. Former KGB officer Victor Cherkashin, who was in charge of the
Ames case in Washington, noted that the ‘‘CIA was susceptible to such
tactics because the KGB had previously been loath to disclose any
significant operational information.’’26

Howard was the more important of the two pawns. At the time of
Yurchenko’s ‘‘defection,’’ the Soviets had arrested several of the agents
that he had betrayed but none of the CIA agents on a list Ames gave the
KGB in June 1985. Soon after Howard defected, the chief of the KGB’s
First Chief Directorate (foreign intelligence), Vladimir Kryuchkov, began
spreading rumors, inside the KGB and in places where he assumed they
would reach the CIA, that Howard was behind the compromised CIA
operations.27 (A year later, the KGB confirmed to Ames that the rumors
were aimed at protecting him.28)
Simultaneously, on the eve of Yurchenko’s departure for Rome, the

KGB’s Alfa (special operations) unit was ordered to prepare for more
arrests.29 The names on the unit’s list came from Ames rather than
Howard, but the combination of Yurchenko’s ‘‘revelations’’ and
Kryuchkov’s rumor campaign confused the issue. As the SSCI report
noted, ‘‘Howard’s treachery had initially clouded the picture,’’ but that
was enough to buy time for more diversions.30

The CIA played into the KGB’s hands. In October 1985, the Soviet news
agency TASS reported the arrest of a CIA agent named Adolf Tolkachev.31

Citing ‘‘anonymous intelligence sources,’’ The Wall Street Journal reported
correctly that Howard had betrayed Tolkachev.32 But so had Ames.33

With Howard’s treachery now effectively conflated with Ames’s, the KGB
ordered its Alfa team to begin rounding up the sources Ames had fingered
with what one CIA official later described as ‘‘reckless abandon.’’34 Even a
year later, after it was clear that Howard was not responsible for the
continuing disappearance of CIA agents, U.S. intelligence sources were still
claiming that he had ‘‘wiped out’’ the Moscow Station’s sources.35

HOWARD: THE KGB (AND THE FBI) SPOOK

Both the KGB and the FBI used Yurchenko’s ‘‘defection’’ to frighten
Howard, albeit for quite different purposes. As soon as Yurchenko arrived
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in the United States, the Soviets summoned Howard to Vienna, Austria, and
warned him that an unidentified KGB officer who might be able to identify
him had bolted. He should prepare for the worst.36

For a year before Yurchenko ‘‘defected,’’ the CIA knew that Howard was
threatening to go to the KGB. But the Agency refused to inform the FBI,
even though it was required to do so. But Yurchenko’s ‘‘defection,’’ forced
Langley to fess up, since both agencies were scheduled to interrogate the
KGB colonel. FBI agents flew to Howard’s home in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
and attempted to get a confession, saying that an unnamed KGB officer
had defected and had identified him as a Soviet agent. Howard ignored the
G-men’s threat and sought protection from the KGB. He eluded an FBI
surveillance team watching his residence and made his way to Moscow.
Howard’s defection was important to Kryuchkov’s rumor campaign. Had

the CIA and FBI interrogated the ex-SE officer, they almost certainly would
have been able to determine sooner rather than later that he was not
responsible for the continuing arrests in Moscow. Kryuchkov’s plan to use
Howard as a scapegoat would have failed. In the competition with the FBI
to win the ex-SE officer’s allegiance, however, the KGB won. Victor
Cherkashin claimed that the ‘‘CIA’s attribution of what it knew of its huge
loss of agents chiefly to Edward Lee Howard had been a lucky break.’’37

But it was no stroke of luck; it was a stroke of KGB duplicity.

A GLASS HALF FULL

The CIA had pronounced Yurchenko bona fide based on what he said that
was true and verifiable. His identification of Howard and Pelton fell into
that category. But the KGB officer also ‘‘revealed’’ things which were not
true, and which the CIA eventually determined were false. Even so, the
Agency stuck to its guns on Yurchenko’s veracity.
Yurchenko had two dire warnings for his interrogators. One was that the

KGB was using chemical agents, called ‘‘taggants’’ in U.S. jargon, to mark
and track CIA officers in Moscow. The SE was familiar with one taggant,
dubbing it ‘‘spy dust.’’38 Yurchenko embellished his admonition by
claiming that KGB laboratories were producing new and more effective
taggants under an umbrella program called METKA.39

Yurchenko’s other warning was chilling. He claimed that the KGB had
compromised the CIA’s encrypted electronic cable traffic, but he was
ambiguous, perhaps deliberately so, about both the nature of the
compromise and the source of his information.40 The SSCI report stated
that the CIA worried that the KGB was ‘‘using either technical means or a
human penetration’’ to read the SE’s messages to and from field stations.41

Yurchenko, who was in no pos i t ion to know firs thand about
supersensitive KGB signals intelligence operations, nevertheless claimed
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that he had heard about it from corridor gossip.42 That should have, but
apparently didn’t, raise CIA suspicions. Such information was always
tightly held inside the signals intelligence directorate, which was located in
KGB headquarters in central Moscow. Yurchenko worked at the First
Chief Directorate’s complex, the KGB’s ‘‘Langley,’’ situated in the suburb
of Yasenovo, southwest of the capital.
Both threats that Yurchenko cited were ethereal, but their impact on the

CIA was quite real.

PARANOIA IN MOSCOW STATION

The CIA swallowed the KGB’s METKA deception because it seemed to
explain how the Soviets were rolling up Agency agents in Moscow. Case
officers posted to the Moscow Station underwent rigorous training in
‘‘denied-area tradecraft,’’ i.e., special clandestine methods that were used to
meet agent s or communica te wi th agent s us ing ‘ ‘ impersona l
communications,’’ i.e., dead drops and visual signals such as chalk marks
on lampposts.43 The primary discipline was the surveillance detection route
(SDR). Case officers moved about on long and circuitous routes planned
in advance while searching for KGB ‘‘tails.’’44 If they detected surveillance,
they aborted their missions. If no surveillance was detected, they would
‘‘go black’’ for brief periods and perform operational acts.45

But the SDRs were no longer working. Believing that they were in the
clear, Station officers repeatedly walked into ambushes staged by the Alfa
unit. The KGB seemed to be pursuing CIA officers unseen and unheard
until the last minute when the trap sprang shut.
In a quandary, the Moscow Station dubbed the allegedly new KGB tactics

‘‘ghost surveillance,’’ and officers began muttering about ‘‘the mysterious,
almost myst ical capabi l i t ies of the KGB to fol low their every
movement.’’46 Operations were aborted at the first sight of what were
surely ordinary Soviet citizens passing by. A tradecraft specialist sent to
survey the situation noted that ‘‘I had never felt such an unsettling
atmosphere in Moscow.’’47 That the KGB could track CIA officers sight
unseen was ‘‘a very scary thought, indeed,’’ he added.48

The KGB appeared to have defeated the CIA’s denied-area tradecraft.
Talk of ‘‘ghost surveillance’’ unnerved the Station, first disrupting and
then paralyzing its operations. The Chief of Station who was there when
the arrests began told a visitor from Headquarters that ‘‘Sometimes I feel
like they’re in here with me.’’49 The two men were seated inside the U.S.
embassy’s ‘‘bubble,’’ a hermetically sealed 300-square-foot acoustic
conference room that floated on air and had its own power supply.
Yet, the Alfa unit wasn’t tagging CIA officers, and it certainly wasn’t

invisible. Nor was it tailing CIA officers to agent meeting sites. It was
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waiting for them to arrive. KGB counterintelligence had arrested and
‘‘turned’’ the agents betrayed by Ames and forced them to cooperate in the
ambushes. The SE was looking through the wrong end of the telescope
and never seemed to grasp its error.
As for ‘‘spy dust,’’ it was old hat. As Victor Cherkashin noted, it had been

developed ‘‘decades earlier.’’50 In fact, the Agency had known about it since
1963.51 SE officers collected samples from 1972 to 1982, and CIA chemists
had identified its composition.52

In 1985, after a hiatus, spy dust began appearing in the U.S. diplomatic
community in Moscow. It was found on doorknobs inside the chancellery
and on doorknobs of diplomats’ cars.53 One diplomat’s wife found it on
her husband’s coat.54 The embassy’s security office speculated that the
KGB had been sloppy and applied too much of the compound.55 More
likely, however, the KGB had planted spy dust where it was certain to be
found in order to support Yurchenko’s ‘‘warning.’’56

Just weeks before Vitaly Yurchenko arrived in Washington, a KGB
officer, who the SE suspected might be a double agent, offered the Station
a sample of spy dust. Like Yurchenko, he claimed that the KGB was using
the chemical compound ‘‘to keep track of your people.’’57 The SE
encrypted the KGB officer as GTCOWL; his true name was Sergei
Vorontsov.58 Cherkashin noted that the CIA did not take spy dust
seriously ‘‘until Vorontsov provided a sample’’ and Yurchenko ‘‘also
confirmed the substance’s existence.’’59

Although no more traces of spy dust appeared, the KGB hoax had exerted
a powerful effect on the CIA. As one Moscow Station chief said, ‘‘This Soviet
program, METKA, has everyone acting more paranoid than ever.’’60 The
CIA’s Office of Technical Service (OTS) believed that the METKA
research program was ‘‘already extensive’’ and ‘‘infamously aggressive,’’
but there is no evidence other than KGB assertions that this was true.61

Intelligence professionals use the term ‘‘throwaway’’ to refer to
once-sensitive information that has become outdated, compromised, or
expendable, and used as feed material in double-agent operations. Spy dust
was a throwaway. Howard and Pelton were also throwaways, albeit of a
different kind.

PANIC AT HEADQUARTERS

Edward Lee Howard’s defection created panic in the SE. The Division
adopted ‘‘draconian’’ security measures.62 The ‘‘need-to-know’’ principle
was applied more rigorously than ever before in an atmosphere that
‘‘bordered on paranoia.’’63 Strict compartmentation became the order of
the day. Access to sensitive information and operations was restricted to
the top three officers: the chief, deputy chief, and chief of operations.
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Rather than meet with their subordinate group and branch chiefs at
division-wide staff meetings, the same three officials began dealing with
them individuallly.64 The endless, time-consuming staff meetings not only
impeded the SE’s work schedule, they also undermined the synergism and
mutual trust that had been traits of the closely knit office. Things got
worse as the Soviet agents betrayed by Ames began disappearing.
The SE then overreacted. The new security measures were not only

unnecessary, they were too little, too late. In June 1985, Rick Ames gave
the KGB what he called ‘‘the big dump,’’ and the SSCI cited as ‘‘a
crippling blow’’ to U.S. intelligence, when he handed the KGB dozens of
names of Soviet agents.65 Much later, CIA investigators discovered that no
fewer than 198 employees had full or partial access to files on the missing
agents.66 This was an incredible breach of security in an office that prided
itself on keeping secrets.
Yurchenko’s warning about a Soviet penetration of the CIA’s

communications was potentially far more serious than his ‘‘revelation’’
about spy dust—and it was just as spurious. (The KGB eventually told
Ames that this deception was intended to divert attention from him.67) The
first response was a ban on reporting sensitive operational information by
cable. Case officers were ordered to return to Langley and report in person
to the Division chief. The ban was eventually lifted but not before the SE
implemented another security measure: double encryption of its cables.
Normally, cables from and to field stations were encrypted once using an
Agency-wide cipher system. Now, however, the SE requested and received
its own unique cipher. According to retired CIA officer Milton Bearden:
‘‘Just a handful of top officials in the Soviet Division had the keys to
decipher that second code.’’68 Overseas, only chiefs of station had access to
the SE cipher. As an added precaution, SE officers in Moscow were
required to write their messages in longhand for fear that the KGB might
be tapping the Station’s electronic typewriters.69

According to the SSCI, in late 1985 the SE ‘‘ran probes and traps’’ to
determine whether its electronic messages were being intercepted and
decrypted. The effort produced ‘‘no discernible responses from the
KGB.’’70 Yet, the KGB would replay the same deception with greater
effect in just a few months. Meanwhile, the KGB had thrown a monkey
wrench into the SE’s operations in Moscow and around the world.

RECRIMINATIONS

The CIA’s Office of Technical Service had developed the technical tradecraft
and counter-surveillance methods that made the SE’s denied-area operations
possible.71 Its development of sophisticated disguises in the 1970s was a
‘‘watershed operational success’’ that ‘‘rewrote Moscow modus operandi’’
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and gave the SE the capability to run operations inside the USSR—until
Ames turned the tables in favor of KGB counterintelligence.72 The OTS
had then done what the SE now feared the Soviets were doing by making
the Moscow Station case officers nearly invisible as ordinary passersby on
the capital city’s streets.
The SE turned to the OTS, demanding to know how the KGB was

conducting ‘‘ghost surveillance’’ and using spy dust, and what the OTS
specialists were going to do about it. Relations between the two offices
were strained in the best of times. Senior OTS officer Antonio Mendez
complained that the SE routinely spoofed, misled, and concealed
information from outsiders, and, for the Division, everyone else in the CIA
was an outsider. In a word, the SE didn’t trust the OTS with the details of
its operations. This made it difficult for the OTS to service the Division’s
operational requirements. According to Mendez, SE chief Burton Gerber’s
personality made things worse, describing him as self-absorbed, arrogant,
and close-minded to OTS suggestions.73 ‘‘But worst of all,’’ Mendez
added, ‘‘was having to attend to the throne of the chief of SE Division
when he was seriously pissed.’’74 And now Gerber was seriously pissed
over the catastrophe in Moscow.
Gerber insisted that a combination of poor tradecraft on the part of the

Station or its agents and KGB prowess was behind the agents’ losses. That
is, he held the OTS at least partly to blame. Mendez and his colleagues
disagreed. They were confident that denied-area tradecraft was not at fault
because it had been working well for some time. They also noted that the
KGB roll-ups in Moscow could not explain Soviet arrests of CIA agents in
the West and the Third World.75 The source of the compromises had to lie
elsewhere. Ames’s arrest solved the conundrum and vindicated the OTS.
The more powerful SE prevailed, however, and the OTS launched a major

effort to discover the secrets of ‘‘ghost surveillance’’ and METKA.76 It was a
fool’s errand. The OTS turned to high-priced contractors on the U.S. west
coast for help—to no avail.77 The OTS even ventured into the Twilight
Zone to ponder whether the KGB was using paranormal psychology,
including remote-viewing, to thwart the Moscow Station.78 Mendez himself
traveled to Moscow and Havana to study KGB surveillance techniques.79

At the end of the day, the OTS found nothing, but it had wasted a lot of
money looking.80

NO MOLES HERE

In November 1985, Gardner (‘‘Gus’’) Hathaway, chief of the CIA’s
Counterintelligence Staff, told the Senate oversight committee, ‘‘We have
never found a real ‘mole’ in CIA. We have not found any full-time staff
officers who were recruited by the Soviets and served them abroad while
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they worked for CIA . . . .’’81 Hathaway had carefully parsed his words. His
clever definition of a mole excluded Edward Lee Howard, who had fled to
Moscow two months earlier. But how did he know that the CIA had never
been penetrated? Presumably because Yurchenko had told the Agency that
no KGB moles were operating there.
But rather than questioning the KGB defector’s soothing assurance, the

CIA launched a public relations campaign around it. DCI Casey, who
frequently excoriated leakers, could barely wait to leak Yurchenko’s
message to the Washington Times.82 Author Ronald Kessler commented
that Casey ‘‘played the Yurchenko story for all it was worth.’’83 The leaks
quickly ‘‘reached a flood stage,’’ creating a media sensation.84 Some CIA
officers believed that Casey needed a good news story because he was
under fire over his not-so-secret secret war against Nicaragua’s pro-Soviet
Sandinista regime.85 More likely, however, he primarily wanted to counter
the bad publicity resulting from Howard’s highly embarrassing—and the
CIA’s first—defection.
Casey himself had briefed President Ronald Reagan on the CIA’s prize

defector, and he sent his deputy, John McMahon, to do the same for the
chairman of the SSCI, Senator Barry Goldwater (R., Arizona). McMahon
asserted that he would stake his career on Yurchenko’s bona fides. To his
embarrassment, Yurchenko ‘‘redefected’’ two days later.
In effect, the CIA was more concerned with its image than with catching

spies. Casey’s leak occurred before the FBI had time to confront Howard
and arrest Pelton.
During his appearance before the SSCI, Gus Hathaway had another

matter on his mind but not in his briefing book. The KGB was then
arresting the CIA and FBI agents that Ames had fingered. Between four
and six agents in the USSR and elsewhere had been rolled up; only one of
them smelled a rat and defected before the KGB could arrest him.86

The CIA kept those arrests and subsequent ones secret. But few secrets
remain so in Washington, and eventually Congress picked up rumors
about the SE’s disappeared agents. According to the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI):

On numerous occasions between 1988 and 1992, four members of the
Committee, to include two different ranking Republicans, separately
asked for information about counterintelligence problems and the loss
of Soviet agents. In each case, their questions were either not
responded to at all, or responded to in an incomplete and misleading
manner by senior Agency counter-intelligence officials.87

Both the CIA and the FBI, moreover, kept the committees in the dark ‘‘until
shortly before Ames’s arrest.’’88 As payback, perhaps, in its report on the
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Ames case HPSCI cited Hathaway’s statement to the SSCI as an example of
the Agency’s lack of candor.
Yurchenko’s ‘‘redefection’’ after a short sojourn in the United States

confronted the CIA with a Hobson’s choice: Either look foolish by
admitting that Yurchenko was a phony or appear incompetent for letting
him escape. But it was really not a choice. The Agency had staked its
reputation in Congress and in the media on Yurchenko’s veracity. As
usual, senior Agency managers had nothing to worry about. The Inspector
General issued a report claiming that Yurchenko was a genuine but
homesick defector. He blamed low-level personnel for Yurchenko’s
‘‘escape.’’89 Meanwhile, the KGB scored propaganda points by making the
CIA look both inept and cruel by its allegedly resorting to ‘‘kidnapping’’
and ‘‘torture.’’90

SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION

In December 1985, senior officers from the CIA’s Directorate of Operations
(DO) sauntered into Casey’s seventh-floor executive suite.91 Present were
Clair George, Deputy Director for Operations; Gus Hathaway; Burton
Gerber; and Milt Bearden, Gerber’s deputy. Two other officials may also
have attended.92

The barons, as top operations officials were known, had bad news for their
boss. Since June 1985 six SE agents had disappeared, and they didn’t know
why. Little did they realize that this was only the beginning of the losses.
Aldrich Ames had given the KGB the names of 18–20 CIA agents and
fingered two KGB officers whom the FBI had recruited while they were
posted to the Soviet embassy in Washington.93

The barons told Casey that three explanations for the loss of the SE’s
agents were possible: (1) faulty practices by CIA agents or the officers
assigned to handle them; (2) a physical or electronic intrusion into the
Agency’s Moscow Station or Agency communications; and (3) a human
penetration within the Agency.94

The Inspector General’s damage assessment noted that the first and second
assumptions ‘‘were never discounted altogether’’ and tended to be
‘‘diminished in favor over the years as possible explanations for the
losses.’’95 The phrase ‘‘over the years’’ was ambiguous. For not until 1993,
almost eight years later, did the Agency finally concede the existence of a
mole burrowed away in the SE.96

DCI Casey was not satisfied with the December 1985 discussion, however,
and ordered a formal assessment. He chose John Stein, a senior DO officer,
to do it.97 Stein procrastinated despite Casey’s importuning.98 The final
product was a ten-page report for the DCI’s ‘‘eyes only.’’99 Stein attributed
some of the compromised operations to Edward Lee Howard, and the
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others to mistakes made by CIA officers and their agents, but he found no
common thread between and among them.100 His conclusion that each
failed operation had contained its own ‘‘seeds-of-destruction’’ became the
leading explanation for the SE’s agent losses.
The unclassified IG damage assessment, for whatever reason, made no

mention of the Stein report. But the classified version, as cited by the
SSCI, stated that its findings were ‘‘never totally rejected as the answer to
the compromises despite the rate at which the SE Division was losing
cases, which pointed to more than sheer coincidence.’’101 The Stein report
was embarrassing, and it mysteriously disappeared. Eight years later, the
CIA Inspector General’s staff searched in vain for a copy. It had to be
reconstructed from memory by officers who had read it.102

The CIA was in no mood or hurry to launch a molehunt .
Counterespionage czar Hathaway waited a full year after Yurchenko
‘‘redefected’’ and after the December 1985 meeting with Casey to start
searching. He created a Special Task Force (STF) composed of two staff
officers and two retirees. Ex-SE chief Milt Bearden has charged that the
molehunt was ‘‘crippled from the start.’’103 The SSCI agreed, saying that
‘‘CIA management did not apply pressure on them [the STF] or attach
undue urgency to the investigation.’’104 Even the CIA’s own Inspector
General complained that ‘‘the early years of the molehunt were primarily
analytical and episodic, rather than investigative and comprehensive.’’105

The STF engaged in ‘‘information gathering and file reviews,’’ but it failed
to take even the first step of compiling a ‘‘list of Agency officers with the
requisite access’’ to files on the comprised operations.106 Between 1988 and
1990, the IG concluded, ‘‘the CIA molehunt came to a low ebb.’’107 Stated
succinctly, it was over before it began.
In April 1986, Casey convened what the SSCI described as the first meeting

of the senior DO staff to review the situation.108 The SE reported that it was
reviewing files and was still considering the possibility of a penetration of its
communications. But Casey was the last DCI to be fully briefed on the SE
disaster. According to journalist John Diamond, the barons ‘‘shared
[information] inadequately, later, or not at all’’ with William Webster, who
replaced Casey, and with Robert Gates, who served as Acting DCI in the
interim between Casey’s incapacitation and Webster’s appointment and
later succeeded Webster.109 After Ames’s arrest, Webster and Gates
declared that they were aware of some problems dating back to the
1985–1986 period but were not briefed on the full extent and gravity of
the SE meltdown.110 The House intelligence oversight committee backed
the two DCIs, finding that the barons had spoofed them with an
innocuous account of ‘‘a troubling operational anomaly that was being
examined rather than the most serious operational disaster that had
befallen the Agency.’’111
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The SE’s leadership didn’t just keep the Agency’s top officials in the dark;
it did the same with its own officers. In 1986, Burton Gerber replaced the
Moscow Station chief who was on duty when the arrests began and
replaced him with a younger protégé. The new chief’s marching orders
were to rebuild the Station’s stable of assets, but no one bothered to brief
him on the full scope of the losses that preceded his arrival in Moscow.112

Worse yet, when he found out, he was even more surprised to discover
that no sense of urgency prevailed back at Headquarters to get to the
bottom of the problem.113

The CIA’s dilatory molehunt, as well as its lingering belief in the seeds-of-
destruction hypothesis, left the door open for more KGB diversions. In fact,
the next big deception was already underway while the barons were meeting
with Casey in April 1986.

‘‘MR. X’’

In March 1986, a CIA officer in Bonn, West Germany, found an anonymous
letter in his mailbox. The sender claimed to be a KGB officer with
information about the recent disappearance of a fellow officer who had
collaborated with the CIA. For $50,000, the mystery man said, he would
provide details. He added a cryptic warning: do not report his contact ‘‘by
electronic means’’—a hint that the KGB was reading the CIA’s cable
traffic.114 The SE dubbed the unknown man ‘‘Mr. X’’ and paid him via a
dead drop in East Berlin.115

In fact, no Mr. X actually existed, and the letter was the first in a series of
KGB diversions that followed Vitaly Yurchenko’s ‘‘redefection.’’ The SE
should have been suspicious. Mr. X immediately made one demonstrably
false assertion that a CIA officer was stealing from an agent’s salary. But
the SE swallowed the rest of his spurious account.
The suggestion that the KGB was intercepting and decrypting CIA cables

jibed with Yurchenko’s previous warning and with the Stein report. For
reasons that remain unclear, the SE took Mr. X’s hint seriously, even
though it was convinced by late 1985 that no such threat existed.116

The SE’s ears perked up for another reason. The subject of Mr. X’s letter
was Gennady Varennikov, encrypted as GTWITNESS. At their final meeting
in Bonn, Varennikov told his CIA handler that he had been summoned to the
KGB rezidentura (field station) in East Berlin-Karlshorst. He never returned
to Bonn, and the SE later learned that he had been arrested and executed.
Varennikov had been recruited after Edward Lee Howard had left the
CIA. The SE now knew for certain that Howard was not the KGB’s sole
source.117

Having hooked the SE, the KGB proceeded to reel in the Division with
another letter ‘‘confirming’’ that the KGB had penetrated the CIA’s
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communications center in rural northern Virginia.118 The letter claimed that
a mole was inside the center, and Mr. X demanded another $50,000 to reveal
his identity. Altogether the CIA received six to eight letters from Mr. X, and
paid ‘‘a bundle of money,’’ presumably $50,000, for each one.119

The Mr. X ploy was successful and had near-fatal consequences in one
case. A communications officer came under suspicion and almost died of a
heart attack while under hostile interrogation.120 The SE eventually
realized that it had been the victim of a KGB hoax, but not before the
hoax had tied up the Division for most of 1986 and bought protection for
Aldrich Ames. As the former KGB officer Victor Cherkashin observed, the
Mr. X ruse ‘‘helped distract the Americans from investigating the source of
their real problem.’’121

A NEW SUSPECT OR A NEW SCAPEGOAT?

In December 1986, a Marine guard posted to the U.S. embassy in Vienna,
Austria, approached the ranking CIA officer and confessed to spying for
the KGB. Sgt. Clayton Lonetree claimed that the Soviets had lured him
into a honey trap with a Soviet woman and forced him to cooperate.122 He
wanted out. The CIA debriefed Lonetree for several days before turning
him over to the Naval Investigative Service (NIS) for interrogation.123

A few weeks later, another Marine, Cpl. Arnold Bracy, told the NIS that
he and Lonetree had allowed the KGB to enter the U.S. Moscow embassy
while they were standing a night watch. Bracy then recanted and was
released.124 The NIS established that Lonetree had provided the KGB with
a layout of the Moscow embassy and had identified personnel he suspected
worked for the CIA but that he had not allowed the KGB to enter the
embassy building. He was sentenced to thirty years in the U.S. military
prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.125

Initially, the CIA expressed little interest in the Marine guards case. The
Agency stonewalled the NIS and even refused to allow the chief Marine
prosecutor to interview officers from Moscow Station.126 The prosecutor
was so outraged that he threatened to withdraw from the case.127 Then,
suddenly, Hathaway’s STF took a second look and decided that Lonetree
might have enabled the KGB to get inside the Agency’s Moscow Station,
gain access to its files, spread spy dust or another taggant, and
compromise its communications unit. The Agency also began giving
‘‘backgrounders’’ to the Washington press corps claiming that Lonetree
was responsible for its lost agents.128 Lonetree had now replaced Howard
as the CIA’s chosen culprit.129 Aldrich Ames was so grateful that he sent
the Soviets a thank-you note.130

But Lonetree wasn’t much of a spy. The KGB’s Second Chief Directorate
(internal security), which had set the honey trap, handed him over to its
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Foreign Intelligence Directorate, which found him more useful as a dupe in a
brazen but successful diversionary ploy.131 The original plan was to lure the
hapless Marine back to Moscow and to persuade him to defect. As in the case
of Edward Lee Howard, defection would ‘‘confirm’’ the defector’s
culpability, or at least keep the CIA guessing about the nature and extent
of his spying. The KGB reasoned that the emotionally unstable Marine
would either defect or commit suicide; either way, it was a win–win
situation. Lonetree got as far as putting a pistol to his head before
deciding to confess.132

Even though the KGB’s original plan went awry, Lonetree nevertheless
played the role that the Soviets had chosen for him. The IG’s report
glossed over the entire affair, presumably because it was another
embarrassing KGB red herring.133 The SSCI report, however, confirmed
that the Marine scandal had ‘‘an immediate and dramatic impact’’ on the
Special Task Force.134 The molehunters immediately assumed a worst-case
scenario and abandoned all other lines of inquiry for almost a year.135

The KGB’s manipulation of Lonetree was another stroke of genius. The
ploy conflated the STF’s two main concerns—spy dust and a possible
penetration of the CIA’s communications—while offering up a mole from
outside the Agency. In short order, the SE recalled ‘‘every single piece of
paper, every fake rock used in dead drops, every piece of equipment and
furniture inside the CIA area,’’ and shipped everything back to the United
States for examination.136 Rather than rely on the NIS, which botched the
Marine guard case from beginning to end, the SE created a separate task
force to conduct its own investigation.137 Two officers were assigned to
collect, copy, and inventory records previously held at the Station, a
laborious, time-consuming effort.138 The house-cleaning exercise exposed
another flaw in the SE’s vaunted security procedures. Investigators were
surprised at the large file holdings stored in the Station in violation of a
security requirement to keep paper records to a bare minimum.139

According to one source, the fruitless CIA damage assessment cost
millions of dollars.140

The STF took almost a year to conclude that the Lonetree case was ‘‘a dry
hole,’’ and it was forced ‘‘to go back to square one.’’141 Before the
molehunters gave up, however, the CIA exploited the Marine guards case
for all it was worth, not only in the media but also in the courtroom.
During Lonetree’s court martial, the Agency offered the prosecutor a
mystery witness, an undercover CIA officer from the Vienna Station. The
witness claimed that on two occasions he had seen a KGB officer loitering
in an area where Lonetree said he had been told to meet his handler. (The
CIA never explained why the witness just happened to be in the area or
how he was able to recall a face in a large crowd near a popular tourist
attraction in the center of Vienna.) In a clear travesty of Lonetree’s legal
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rights and courtroom procedure, the CIA officer appeared in court wearing a
hood. Lonetree’s defense team was not allowed to know his name or other
identifying information or to cross-examine him.142 The CIA had gone
from stonewalling the NIS to helping prosecutors convict Lonetree.
The KGB and the CIA both exploited the troubled Lonetree, the only

Native American assigned to the Marine contingent, for their own ends.
The Soviets used him as a decoy to protect Aldrich Ames, and the
Americans tried to make him a scapegoat for its Moscow problems. After
Ames’s arrest, one of Lonetree’s attorneys tried but failed to get a retrial
on the grounds that the CIA had railroaded his client.143 The Marine
Corps may have agreed. It reduced Lonetree’s sentence to twenty-five
years, and later the Corps Commandant ordered a further reduction to
fifteen years. He stated that the case against the disgraced Marine had
been overstated, citing extenuating and mitigating circumstances in defense
of the reduced sentence.144

A PHONE CALL FROM MOSCOW

In 1980, the FBI recruited Sergei Motorin, a KGB officer from the
Washington, D.C., rezidentura.145 In 1985, both Aldrich Ames and Robert
Hanssen, a KGB mole in the FBI, identified Motorin to the KGB.
Motorin was recalled to Moscow on a pretext and arrested.146 While in
confinement and awaiting execution, he phoned a former girlfriend in
Washington and assured her that he was alive and well. The KGB
correctly assumed that the conversation would be monitored by U.S.
intelligence and thus allay concern over Motorin’s disappearance.147

According to Victor Cherkashin, ‘‘It was the kind of suspicion-dispelling
move we tried to make each time we arrested an American agent.’’148

PROLOGUE TO DISASTER

The KGB’s most daring deception began in May 1987 aboard the Red Arrow
Express. One of the passengers taking the night train from Moscow to
Leningrad was the CIA’s Moscow Station chief. During the trip, a
passenger approached, handed him an envelope, and then scurried off.
Inside the envelope was a note whose anonymous author claimed to be a
KGB officer assigned to monitor the U.S. embassy. He wanted to defect
and was willing to earn his passage to the West by passing information
about his service’s surveillance operations, as well as official records on the
circumstances surrounding the arrests of several CIA agents.
The offer seemed too good to be true, and it was. But the Chief of Station

was ‘‘worried and depressed’’ over the agent losses and decided that the
mystery man might be able to help.149 A mole inside the KGB was just
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what the SE needed. The Chief followed the note’s instructions, met the KGB
man, and recruited him. The SE encrypted him as GTPROLOGUE, later
learning that his name was Aleksandr Zhomov.150 The SE’s top man in
Moscow believed that he ‘‘was inside the KGB’s game.’’151 He was, but it
was a quite different game than the Station Chief imagined.
Zhomov led the SE around astray for three years, passing bogus

information to the effect that its loss of agents resulted from a
combination of poor tradecraft on the CIA’s part and ‘‘sheer luck and
hard work’’ on the KGB’s.152 In other words, he ‘‘confirmed’’ the seeds-of-
destruction hypothesis.
The Zhomov deception was brilliant. Cherkashin bragged that it was the

epitome of ‘‘boldness and professionalism.’’153 Zhomov did more than
divert the CIA from Ames, however. He also conned the Moscow Station
into recruiting a spate of double agents, arguing that, if the Station
rejected the phony sources, the KGB would become suspicious and start
looking for a mole. The Station agreed, and the double agents began
appearing ‘‘like clockwork.’’154 Some, and perhaps all, of them remained
active after the Cold War had ended and the KGB had passed the baton
to the successor SVR.
The GTPROLOGUE episode came to an end in July 1990. Having played

the Moscow Station along, Zhomov promised to reveal more secrets behind
the lost agents after he was ‘‘exfiltrated,’’ i.e., smuggled out of Soviet Union.
The Station set a date, time, and place for the exfiltration, but Zhomov failed
to appear. Later, a CIA officer and his wife spotted the KGB man in
Leningrad. He was in the company of a KGB surveillance team tailing the
CIA couple. Zhomov smiled and waved good-bye.155

Zhomov was on the CIA’s payroll for a long time. How much money he
received isn’t clear, but clues abound. In May 1987, the same month that
Zhomov first approached the Moscow Station, the CIA and the FBI
offered a $1 million reward for information about the disappearance of
their Soviet agents.156 With no takers, the amount was later increased to
$5 million.157 According to author Pete Earley, his CIA sources
acknowledged that Zhomov was paid a substantial sum but refused to say
how much.158 He may have received some of the $1 million or even more.
Zhomov fooled not only SE; he also fooled his American beneficiary.

Having returned to CIA Headquarters from what was essentially his Roman
holiday, Aldrich Ames was assigned to vet operation GTPROLOGUE. He
pronounced Zhomov bona fide—and passed his name to the KGB.

‘‘A PARTICULAR OFFICE’’

In the mid-1980s, according to the SSCI Report, the CIA and FBI received
‘‘vague information’’ that the KGB might have recruited a source inside
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‘‘a particular office of the CIA.’’159 The unidentified office did not have
access to the SE’s operational records, but investigators reasoned that
someone from there might have changed jobs and thus acquired such
access. The SSCI did not specify the source of the information but
mentioned it in conjunction with the KGB diversions, so it presumably
came directly or indirectly from Soviet intelligence.
In his book on Ames, Pete Earley identified the unnamed office as the SE’s

translation and transcription unit, which was located outside CIA
Headquarters in a northern Virginia office building.160 Known in-house as
SCREEN or AE=SCREEN, it translated agent reports and transcribed,
translated, and analyzed recordings of telephone and other intercepted
conversations from electronic bugging operations.161

Pointing the CIA in this direction was clever. Karl Koecher, the most
damaging KGB mole inside the CIA before Ames, had worked in the same
office.162 Moreover, many of the people who worked there were émigrés or
the children of émigrés from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and
some had been targeted by East bloc intelligence services.
The Special Task Force examined the personnel files of some ninety

SCREEN employees and winnowed the number down to ten suspects. The
investigator finally gave up in frustration, concluding that ‘‘there are so
many problem personalities . . . that no one stands out.’’163 The CIA had
drilled another dry hole. The KGB diversion, according to the SSCI,
‘‘consumed considerable attention and resources within the CIA,’’ and ‘‘in
1990, became a serious distraction at a crucial juncture in the inquiry
involving Ames.’’164

The CIA even swallowed its pride and offered Koecher, then living in his
native Czechoslovakia, $50,000 to assist the molehunt.165 Not surprisingly,
Koecher, who presumably was still under Soviet and Czech intelligence
control, had noting to offer. But he collected the $50,000.

MORE RED HERRINGS

At least two more KGB diversions became known and perhaps others remain
unknown. In June 1988, a KGB officer stationed in East Berlin offered
information on five of the compromised operations.166 Like Mr. X, he
insisted on anonymity and on communication by dead drop. The letters
attributed the SE’s compromised operations to the by now frequent refrain of
poor tradecraft by CIA officers and their agents. And like Mr. X, the
unknown informant almost certainly never existed. Details in this case are
scarce, but the results are not. According to the SSCI, this episode ‘‘clearly
created a stir and required time-consuming analysis over the next two years.’’167

Then, in August 1990, a KGB defector told the CIA that his service had
recruited an SE officer some time in the mid-1970s. His ‘‘detailed
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information,’’ according to the SSCI, dovetailed with an on-again, off-again
investigation dating back several years.168 For more than a year,
investigators attempted to identify a CIA employee who matched the
defector’s description. Eventually, the defector was judged unreliable, but
not before he had inspired a wild-goose chase that ‘‘consumed considerable
effort on the part of the FBI and the CIA.’’169

DOUBLES TROUBLES

The KGB diversions were a double deception: one was aimed at shielding
Ames, and the other at dangling double agents to replace the ones he
betrayed. This con game within a con game did not come to public attention
until late 1995, a year-and-a-half after Ames was arrested and one year after
the IG and SSCI damage assessments were completed.170 But the SE knew
or strongly suspected much earlier that a spate of sources ‘‘recruited’’ in the
mid-1980s were under KGB control. Milt Bearden, for example, stated
categorically that the SE knew that the double agents were ‘‘frauds’’ but had
accepted them in order to protect Zhomov.171 Suspicion that the SE was
passing tainted information from bogus sources led the Inspector General to
investigate the matter in 1991, but no remedial action was taken.172

After the scandal surfaced publicly, the chief author of the SE reports
sought to defend himself by stating that, while some of the information
was false, some was true and useful. He did not, however, add caveats to
reports that were forwarded to unwitting recipients.173 According to
journalist Tim Weiner, the reports ‘‘warped American perceptions of major
military and political developments in Moscow.’’174 Some were sent to the
White House.175 Then-DCI John Deutch observed that the tainted
information ‘‘made it much more difficult to understand what was going
on in the Soviet Union at a crucial time in its history.’’176 Another
intelligence official added that the SE’s fraud raised ‘‘the disturbing
possibility’’ that U.S. intelligence had been duped into overestimating the
USSR’s military and economic strength and political stability even as it
was tottering on the brink of collapse.177 Inspector General Frederick P.
Hitz called the SE’s deceit ‘‘an incredible discovery,’’ adding that ‘‘by lying
to the White House, the CIA had broken ‘the sacred trust’ . . . and without
that, no espionage agency can do its job.’’178

The KGB reaped an extra dividend from the double agents. According to
the SSCI,

the SE Division was continuing to get new Soviet cases by this time
[mid-1986 to 1987] which appeared to be surviving. This development
appears to have led some to conclude several years later that whatever
the source of the compromises had been, it no longer seemed to be
causing problems.179
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But many, and perhaps all, of those cases were double agents. The KGB
had added another diversion to its inventory of deceptions.

ANOTHER MOLE?

The KGB diversions ultimately failed to save Aldrich Ames from arrest.
With due acknowledgment of the Soviets’ efforts, however, Ames himself
was mainly to blame for his capture because of his reckless spending
habits. But did the KGB’s diversions serve to protect yet another mole
who was never detected? Former SE chief Bearden asserted that there was
a ‘‘fourth man’’—another mole in addition to Howard, Ames, and FBI
agent Robert Hanssen—who was never caught.180 Ex-KGB officer Victor
Cherkashin stated categorically that there was another mole.181

Circumstantial evidence now suggests that not only was there another
mole, but that he or she may have been privy to the CIA molehunt and
passed information about it to the KGB.
In October 1986, Aldrich Ames, then in Rome, received a visit from the

senior KGB officer in charge of his case back in Moscow. The man Ames
knew as ‘‘Vlad’’ told him that the KGB had learned that the CIA was
looking for a mole.182 Was this just supposition or did the KGB know for
certain? Timing suggests the latter. ‘‘Vlad’’ arrived just as the Agency’s
Special Task Force was being formed. The KGB was already engaged in
preemptive actions to protect Ames, first with Yurchenko, and then with
the Mr. X diversion. But not until the CIA had formed a dedicated unit to
look for a mole did the KGB feel the need to not only warn Ames but
also to reassure him that it was taking measures to protect him.
The KGB designed virtually all its diversions to steer investigators away

from Ames by reinforcing the CIA’s commitment to the seeds-of-
des t ruc t ion hypothes i s and to i t s concern that the Agency ’ s
communications had been breached. As TimWeiner has noted, the
deception plan that ‘‘Vlad’’ outlined to Ames ‘‘matched the CIA’s
assumptions perfectly.’’183 Milton Bearden observed that the Mr. X
deception supported ‘‘all of the major theories then in play about the cause
of the lost agents.’’184 Only a belief in extraordinary coincidence or KGB
clairvoyance would discredit the likelihood that the Soviets had some
knowledge of what CIA investigators were thinking. Otherwise, the KGB
would have shifted gears and tried other tactics.
One episode in particular reinforces the belief that someone was coaching

the KGB from the sidelines of the investigation. In 1989, while Ames was still
in Rome, the KGB warned him that the CIA had developed a computer
program to track employees who requested sensitive records on Soviet and
East bloc operations. Apparently as a result of its sloppy record-keeping,
the SE had decided to create an electronic trail of who was seeing what.
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U.S. officials said that this KGB revelation to Ames was ‘‘the firmest
indication that there may have been another mole inside the Agency.’’185

The CIA and FBI briefly continued looking for another mole after Ames’s
arrest. One suspect was SE officer Steve Weber.186 An SE insider throughout
his career, Weber rose in the late 1980s to become the Chief of Operations
(known as the COPS), the third-ranking position after the chief and
deputy division chief. He, therefore, was one of only three officers with
access to all of the Division’s operations.187 Suspicion had followed the
Hungarian-born Weber throughout his career.188 His name was on a short
list of three to five suspects compiled by the CIA and FBI in 1993.189

Investigators never had a chance to interview Steve Weber. He died under
still unexplained circumstances in his native Budapest in March 1993, a year
before Ames was arrested. One report claimed that Weber was in bed with a
prostitute at the time of his death, and the speculation was that he was
murdered by either Hungarian or Soviet intelligence.190 Conjecture even
developed that Weber had faked his own death in order to return home
and live out his retirement years in his native country.191 But the CIA–FBI
investigation proved short-lived. Weber’s death, like his life, remains
shrouded in mystery.

WHY THE KGB DIVERSIONS WORKED

The SSCI observed that ‘‘it does not appear from the record that even when
investigators saw a ploy as a ploy—a phony effort to mislead the CIA—did
they move any closer to concluding that the KGB was trying to divert
attention from a human penetration of the CIA.’’192 Why were the Soviets
able to deceive the molehunters repeatedly and for so long, and why did
the CIA miss clues that it was being misled? There were several reasons.
Some were inherent in all counterespionage investigations, and others were
unique to the Ames case.
To begin with, the CIA had a long track record for recruiting putative agents

who were in fact under hostile control. Spanning a twenty-year period, all of the
Agency’s Cuban and East German agents were double agents.193 The East bloc
and Cuban services were required to keep the KGB abreast of their worldwide
operations ‘‘in the struggle against the imperialist secret services,’’ which were
controlled and coordinated from Moscow.194 The CIA also found it difficult
to vet defectors and determine whether they were genuine or phony. Several
controversial cases from the Cold War continue to resonate today without
final resolution.195 In a word, the KGB knew that double agents and false
defectors were a CIA weak spot that could be exploited. Yet, this was a
necessary, but not a sufficient, condition in the Ames case.
A serious problem in all intelligence operations is the predisposition to

believe that information acquired through clandestine channels is valid and
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accurate. But a paradox exists. The same information, especially if derived
from foreign intelligence sources, is also the most likely to be manipulated
and tampered with. Even in normal circumstances, such information
should be carefully scrutinized and evaluated. In the case of the Ames
investigation, this was doubly true, since Soviet intelligence—indeed,
Russian intelligence before and after it—was the world master of deception
and denial operations.196 But the CIA apparently did not take the KGB’s
reputation into account.
A related problem was the Agency’s predisposition to believe that the

better the source the better and more significant the information. Thus, to
protect Ames and convince the CIA that its loss of agents was not due to
a mole, the KGB had to take a big risk with a daring plan in the form of
Vitaly Yurchenko’s ‘‘defection.’’ Yurchenko was no ordinary KGB officer.
He was ostensibly the CIA’s biggest prize of the Cold War, and, moreover,
a career counterintelligence officer who supposedly knew about KGB
operations against the United States. Yet, precisely because he was unique,
and because he arrived just after the KGB had begun rolling up CIA
agents, the SE should have been highly suspicious. Some officers
apparently believed that the ‘‘defection’’ was too good and too convenient
to be true, but they did not carry the day. On the contrary, instead of
questioning Yurchenko’s ‘‘revelations,’’ the CIA paraded the KGB officer
through the media to assure Congress and the public that it had not been
penetrated.
The KGB appeared to have supplied most, if not all, of the leads the

molehunters investigated. In effect, beginning with Yurchenko, the
Soviets constructed a false narrative for the CIA to follow. Each
subsequent deception, from Mr. X to Zhomov=GTPROLOGUE, built
on, expanded, and ‘‘confirmed’’ the initial illusion. The narrative was like
a carefully crafted murder mystery in which the author confuses the
reader with red herrings to keep him guessing without revealing the real
culprit.
For security reasons, the CIA wrapped the molehunt in a thick shroud of

secrecy. The investigative team was kept small so as not to alert potential
suspects. In this case, however, tight security had a down side. Officers
from other Agency components who might have brought their own
expertise and alternative explanations for the loss of agents were excluded
from the molehunters’ deliberations. The fate of OTS officer Antonio
Mendez illustrated the problem. Mendez tried but failed to convince the
SE that poor tradecraft was not the problem, and that the arrest of CIA
agents outside the Soviet Union signified that the cause of the agent losses
did not reside in Moscow. But the SE gave him short shrift; he was not
only rebuffed but ordered to investigate the twin chimeras of METKA and
‘‘ghost surveillance.’’
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The CIA compounded its problems by vesting the molehunt in small group
of officers from the SE Division. The Inspector General’s report states that
the molehunt proceeded under the auspices of, first, the Counterintelligence
Staff and, after 1988, its successor, the Counterintelligence Center.197 But
this was a formality that concealed more than it revealed. From beginning
to end, the molehunt was controlled by a small circle of veteran SE
officers. Gus Hathaway, who headed both the CIS and the CIC, was an
SE careerist; he had served both as SE’s deputy division chief and as chief
of Moscow Station. He handpicked the Special Task Force and ran
the investigat ion out of his vest pocket .198 A female career SE
counterintelligence officer headed the Special Task Force and the follow-on
investigative team, codenamed JOYRIDE, which was formed in 1991. Both
of her deputies were also long-serving SE counterintelligence officers.199

Even John Stein, author of the seeds-of-destruction report, was
‘‘home-based’’ in the SE and was a former deputy division chief.200 The
other key player, SE chief Burton Gerber, had spent his entire career in the
Division, where he had previously been deputy division chief and chief of
the Moscow Station.
The SE, it appeared, had circled its wagons around the molehunt. The

investigators might as well have hung a sign outside their office reading
‘‘outsiders need not apply.’’ This was unfortunate, since SE officers were
the least likely to believe that one of their own was a traitor and the most
likely to look elsewhere to explain the agent losses. To make matters
worse, the SE had a reputation as being ‘‘the most insular subculture in
the CIA’s Directorate of Operations.’’201 And the prime investigators came
from the ‘‘cultlike world of Soviet counterintelligence unit.’’202

The SE officers’ mental block against believing that fellow officer Aldrich
Ames was a mole persisted right up to the end of the investigation. When it
became certain, almost beyond a reasonable doubt, that Ames was a spy,
based on bank records revealing his unexplained wealth, the CIA team
offered the FBI an explanation. They speculated that Ames’s money might
have come from his Colombian-born wife’s allegedly wealthy—but actually
impoverished—family. (That, in fact, was Ames’s cover story.) Or that he
had been a beneficiary of his late mother’s life insurance policy. The SE
team even floated the ludicrous idea that Ames had earned his money
through criminal activities ‘‘in Colombia such as narcotics or emerald
smuggling.’’203 The FBI wanted to open a formal espionage case as early
as December 1992, more than a year before Ames was arrested. Yet, the
CIA ‘‘resisted furiously,’’ according to FBI sources, arguing that the
investigation of ‘‘a career agency officer’’ was without precedent.204

The history of intelligence shows that successful deception plays on the
intended target’s hopes and fears.205 The Ames investigation was
no exception. The KGB diversions encapsulated the molehunters’ best
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hope—that there was no mole—and their worst fear—that there was a mole.
Each and every deception offered hope that there wasn’t a mole and allayed
concern that there might be a penetration.
The KGB diversions also benefited from the inherent ambiguity of

counter inte l l igence information that res ists fact-checking and
corroboration. In many cases, what is true and what is false can never be
certain. This probably explains why the Soviets were able to continue
fooling the CIA, even after the molehunters occasionally determined that
they had been the victims of a hoax. Rather than seeing a pattern of
deception, they saw one or more possible ploys but not the overall pattern.
Former KGB officer Victor Cherkashin, who was privy to the KGB
diversions, noted that:

Even after the CIA exposed our misinformation campaign, the
Americans couldn’t be completely certain of their conclusions. The
possibility always existed that something had gone unchecked or had
been misinterpreted, or that key facts remained unknown. In that
sense—spreading uncertainty and tying up resources—the KGB’s
post-1986 operations were highly successful.206

ANGLETON’S GHOST AND A REAL MONSTER PLOT

Before Ames, the most turbulent period in the SE’s history was the Great
Mole Hunt of the late 1960s and early 1970s. The conventional view holds
that the CIA’s ‘‘paranoid’’ counterintelligence czar, James J. Angleton,
imagined a KGB ‘‘monster plot’’ to penetrate the Agency with moles and
sow disinformation with double agents and false defectors. As a result,
Angleton had allegedly unleashed a ‘‘witch-hunt,’ ’ code-named
HONETEL, inside the SE, which ruined Agency careers and paralyzed
anti-Soviet operations for almost a decade without finding a mole or moles
that may never have existed.207 Fearful of Angleton, the SE allegedly
turned away dozens of Soviet and East European walk-ins and would-be
defectors, and even sent some back to the Soviet Union, where they ended
up in the Gulag or with a bullet in the back of the head.
The official version of HONETEL is part fact and part fiction.208 Both

myth and reality, however, exerted a powerful hold on the minds of a
generation of CIA operations officers.209 After Ames’s arrest, senior
officials invoked the ‘‘Angleton Syndrome’’ as justification for their
long-delayed and often lackadaisical investigation.210

Inspector General Hitz dismissed the Angleton issue as a canard.211 But as
an explanation, rather than an excuse, for the SE’s institutional aversion to a
full-scale molehunt, the ‘‘Angleton Syndrome’’ should not be ignored.
Angleton’s ghost haunted the senior SE officers who were in charge during
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the Ames investigation. According to Milton Bearden, who was his former
deputy and later successor as Division chief, Burton Gerber, ‘‘since his
early days in SE’’ had been ‘‘fighting the Angleton paranoia about
walk-ins and volunteers . ’ ’ 212 Gerber cal led it ‘ ‘ s ick think.’ ’ 213

Counterintelligence chief Hathaway was of the same mind. He cited the
Angleton era as the reason for rejecting a ‘‘full-fledged molehunt.’’214

Gerber and Hathaway were more concerned with protecting the SE from a
putative ‘‘witch-hunt’’ than finding a mole. That this helped to protect
Ames is an irony that was apparently lost on them.
Their reading of the Angleton era convinced the SE’s top managers that

the very idea of Soviet deception was not just a figment of imagination; it
was a sign of paranoia.215 But they, like Angleton, found themselves in the
grip of fear and paranoia, which in this case was created by the KGB.
And there was a real monster plot, one that was aimed at protecting Ames
and that was far more damaging than anything the allegedly paranoid
Angleton had imagined. Whether the KGB understood this and exploited
it in devising its diversions is an interesting but unanswerable question.
Writing about the Angleton era in 1980, David Martin concluded that the

‘‘CIA’s defeats have been resounding and its victories Pyhrrhic. What the
KGB has not done, the CIA has managed to do to itself.’’216 That
judgment remained valid for the rest of the Cold War.

KGB GUILE TRUMPS CIA HUBRIS

The generation of CIA officers who rose through the ranks of the Soviet-East
European Division in the 1970s assumed leadership positions during the next
decade. Most were ‘‘middle’’ Americans. They came from the Middle West,
from the middle class, and from middle-rank state colleges and universities.
The new leaders had only contempt for their predecessors, mostly Eastern

establishment ‘‘bluebloods’’ with Ivy League and Wall Street backgrounds
whom they considered amateurs and bunglers.217 They themselves had,
after all, ‘‘logged more time operating against the Soviets and East
European surrogates than any of their older bosses,’’ claiming that the
old-timers’ ‘‘fleeting success invariably ended in deadly failure.’’ And the
new managers considered themselves smarter, better trained, and more
experienced than their predecessors.218 Their hubris was excessive. They
not only ‘‘dissed’’ their predecessors, but also dismissed KGB officers as
‘‘hoods’’ and ‘‘thugs.’’219

The new generation had a brief day in the sun from the late 1970s to the
mid-1980s when the SE Division recruited more Soviet agents than ever
before. Then along came Edward Lee Howard and Aldrich Ames, and
disaster followed. Any foreign intelligence service can fall victim to moles,
double agents, and false defectors from time to time, but the sustained
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KGB counterintelligence offensive went on far too long and inflicted far too
much damage. The SE not only suffered defeat in the demimonde of spy
versus spy; it became a conduit for Soviet disinformation at a critical
juncture of the Cold War. Knowing or suspecting that the intelligence they
were disseminating was ‘‘tainted,’’ SE officials engaged in a deception of
their own. Maintaining their reputation was more important than
performing their mission. All this raises questions about the Division’s
competence, but more important it raises questions about its leaders’
integrity.220

The KGB’s diversions were extraordinarily successful. The total time that
CIA officials claim they spent pursuing false leads comes to about eight
years, that is, the time it took to catch Ames.221

But the Soviets not only fooled the CIA and protected Ames. They also
made the Agency pay for the privilege. The CIA wasted millions of dollars
pursuing false leads and the nonexistent threats of METKA and ‘‘ghost
surveillance.’’ And it apparently paid substantial sums to Soviet double
agents. No final accounting will ever be made, but GTPROLOGUE
received somewhere between $1 and $5 million. The Mr. X deception may
have cost from $300,000 to $400,000. The CIA even paid ex-mole Karl
Koecher $50,000. A conservative estimate suggests that the Soviets conned
the CIA for enough, or even more than enough, to pay Ames the $1.8
million he earned while selling out the CIA.222
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